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Data-based control synthesis and performance
assessment for moored wave energy conversion

systems: the PeWEC case
B. Paduano, F. Carapellese, E. Pasta, S. Sirigu, N. Faedo, and G. Mattiazzo

Abstract—With a model-based control strategy, the effective-
ness of the associated control action depends on the availability
of a representative control-oriented model. In the case of floating
offshore wave energy converters (WECs), the device response
depends upon the interaction between mooring system, any
mechanical parts, and the hydrodynamics of the floating body.
This study proposes an approach to synthesise WEC controllers
under the effect of mooring forces building a representative
data-based linear model able to include any relevant dynamics.
Moreover, the procedure is tested on the moored pendulum
wave energy converter (PeWEC) by means of a high-fidelity
mooring solver, OrcaFlex (OF). In particular, the control action is
computed with and without knowledge of the mooring influence,
in order to analyse and elucidate the effect of the station-keeping
system on the harvested energy. The performance assessment of
the device is achieved by evaluating device power on the resource
scatter characterising Pantelleria, Italy. The results show the
relevance of the mooring dynamics on the device response and
final set of control parameters and, hence, a significant influence
of the station-keeping system on control synthesis and extracted
mechanical power.

Index Terms—Wave energy conversion, WEC, PeWEC, perfor-
mance assessment, mooring system, control synthesis, OrcaFlex,
nonlinear dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

The pathway for sustainable energy transition has been
strongly supported by United Nations by means of the sustain-
able development goals (SDGs) which aim, by 2030, to reach
a significant spread of renewable energies [1]. In the current
renewable technologies panorama, wave energy converters
(WECs) represent a remarkable potential, being able to harvest
energy from waves, which represent a substantial part of the
total energy resource available in the oceans [2], [3].

Since the energy stored in a wave reduces as a function
of the water depth and, clearly, the distance from shore [4],
the majority of the proposed wave energy systems can be
classified as offshore, floating devices [5], meaning that these
WECs need to be confined in specific locations. As such,
a vital component, which guarantees the proper functioning
of such devices, is the mooring system, which is respon-
sible of solving the station-keeping problem. Compared to
traditional offshore structures (e.g. floating production storage
and offloading units, among others) wave energy technologies
represent more ‘tangled’ systems to station-keep, since the

The authors are with the Mechanical and Aerospace Depart-
ment (DIMEAS), Politecnico di Torino, Turin, Italy (e-mail:
bruno.paduano@polito.it).

withstanding capability should not impact negatively in the
energy extraction characteristics of the device.

Moreover, the extracted energy is commonly maximised
adopting suitable control techniques, which stem from so-
called optimal control theory. Bearing in mind that wave
energy systems are generally controlled by means of an action
computed by adopting a model-based approach, the effect of
the mooring on the overall system response can play an im-
portant role in control synthesis, since the controller needs to
be designed by means of a reliable model, including sufficient
knowledge of any relevant dynamics. Furthermore, moorings
can potentially exhibit a strongly nonlinear behaviour [6],
and a rigorous inclusion of the significant dynamics within
a tractable WEC model is, naturally, not straightforward.
Although the influence of the mooring on device dynamics
is a known problem in the current literature, the vast majority
of the studies in the state-of-the-art wave energy panorama
investigate mooring system design only for the case of surviv-
ability conditions, such as [7], [8], [9], just to cite a few.

The influence of the mooring system (analysed by means of
a linear data-based model) on the device dynamics is discussed
in [10], [11], which investigate the response of a generic float-
ing body and the associated energy harvested, by leveraging
a frequency-domain approach. Nonlinearities are included in
the performance assessment of a moored wave energy system
in [12], [13], where a pitching device is considered. Finally,
Gubesch et al. [14] analyse the experimental response of an
oscillating water column system in fixed conditions, moored
by a taut and a catenary mooring system, reporting a sig-
nificant reduction on device performance. Nonetheless, apart
from the analysis in [15] (which considers the experimental
characterisation of a moored device for control purposes), con-
trol design/synthesis for WECs is always performed without
including the influence of the mooring systems, even though
these can have a strong influence on power production and
overall dynamics, as discussed within this section.

Motivated by the influence of the mooring systems in both
energy-maximising WEC control synthesis, and corresponding
performance assessment, this study proposes a control-oriented
data-based modelling procedure to include the mooring rele-
vant dynamics, and perform a controller synthesis by means of
the impedance-matching technique [16]. The data-based struc-
ture is computed based on the system identification procedure
proposed, and the resulting characterisation is leveraged for the
computation of the corresponding control parameters via the
impedance-matching principle. In order to include any relevant
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Fig. 1. Mooring influence on the extracted energy - workflow. On the left-hand side of the picture, the control synthesis is achieved by indentifying the
moored and unmoored responses, and by leveraging the impedance-matching principle. Consequently, on the right-hand side, the device performances are
evaluated in different scenarios, i.e. ignoring the mooring dynamics when synthesising the associated controller (M̃m), including mooring dynamics in control
synthesis (Mm), and by considering a fully unmoored model (Mum).

mooring-related dynamics, the target data, used to compute
such data-based control-oriented representation, is generated
with a high-fidelity modelling solver, by using a specific set of
representative persistenly exciting inputs. Among the several
models available for mooring dynamics, ORCAFLEX (OF),
a dynamic lumped-mass model [17], is adopted within this
study, for its reliability and wide-use within the renewable
offshore field [17]. Moreover, given that OF is not able to eval-
uate the associated WEC extracted power (and simply provides
a solution for the mooring dynamics), the integration of both
the electro-mechanical part associated with any realistic WEC,
and corresponding controller implementation, is achieved by
compiling a dynamic library from a Simulink nonlinear model.
The proposed integration procedure can be easily generalised
for the inclusion of any external force/interaction in OF,
representing a powerful tool, considering the wide use of this
software in a vast number of marine applications.

Finally, by applying the outlined procedure to a relevant
case-of-study, this manuscript eviscerates the several aspects
related to the influence of the mooring on harvested energy,
in order to expose the effect of the station-keeping system on
device dynamics and associated control synthesis procedure.
The performance assessment is evaluated picking several envi-
ronmental conditions on a scatter diagram of a specific site, to
respect both a real sea state condition, and a representative
set of wave periods and heights to characterise the device
response in the light of the model nonlinearities. The WEC
under investigation is the pendulum wave energy converter
(PeWEC) [18]. The PeWEC has been selected as case-of-study
for a number of reasons, including its multi-degree-of-freedom
(DoF) nature, comprehensive PTO conversion mechanism, and
relevance of the mooring system for device station-keeping
and aligment, being a representative case for the analysis of
the proposed methodology.

The analysis presented in this paper can be divided in two
main parts:

• In the first part, a general approach to achieve energy-
maximising control synthesis of a moored system is

proposed, by leveraging results from impedance-matching
theory [16]. The corresponding mooring dynamics, and
any nonlinear ‘external’ actions, are identified and in-
cluded within a representative data-based model, which
is adopted for the computation of a representative control
action. This part is schematically described in the left-
hand side of Figure 1 where, by means of a data-based
model, the control parameters are synthesised with and
without the inclusion of the relevant mooring dynamics.

• Within the second part, the PeWEC case is presented. The
proposed methodology is applied to the PeWEC system
and, consequently, its associated performance assessment
is evaluated on a representative set of waves. In particular,
the control synthesis is achieved for both moored, and
unmoored conditions. The performance assessment is
then performed considering a wave scatter corresponding
with the island of Pantelleria (Sicily, Italy). The energy
harvested with the moored device is evaluated by using
the control parameters computed for both moored and
unmoored conditions (and the associated scenarios are
referred to as M̃m and Mm, respectively), in order to
evaluate the influence of the mooring system on the
control design procedure. Furthermore, the investigation
of the mooring influence on device dynamics and, hence,
on harvested energy, is completed by comparing the
results achieved for the moored system with a completely
unmoored configuration (i.e. by analysing the response in
the scenario Mum). This part is schematically described
in the right-hand side of Figure 1.

The reminder of this article is structured as follows. Section
I-A provides an account of the main notation used throughout
this study. In Section II, the control synthesis procedure is
proposed, and the methodology to characterise the correspond-
ing data-based model is discussed. In Section III, the PeWEC
case is presented. Section IV describes the numerical models
adopted and the integration of any external action within the
high-fidelity solver OF. Moreover, the proposed control syn-
thesis approach is applied and discussed for PeWEC, in Sec-
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tion V. Section VI describes the corresponding performance
assessment for the PeWEC, considering the selected scatter
diagram. Finally, Section VII outlines the main conclusions of
this study.

Note that a preliminary version of this study has been
presented in the conference paper [19]. The present study
vastly extends [19] in the following sense:
(a) The methodology to achieve the control design of a

moored WEC is defined and generalised to any WEC.
(b) Since OF is one of the most adopted software within

the offshore renewable field, a procedure to include
any external action and, hence, PTO action within its
controller, is presented.

(c) The PeWEC case, is outlined on a real site representative
set of waves, and the effectiveness of the control synthesis
and the influence of the mooring on device dynamic is
evaluated on the proposed sea states.

A. Notation

R+ ⊂ R denotes the set of non-negative real numbers.
Time-domain forces/torques are denoted with calligraphic cap-
ital letters, e.g. F(t), while their corresponding Fourier trans-
forms are denoted with upper-case letters, i.e. F(F(t))(ω) ≡
F (ω). Time-domain motion variables are denoted with lower-
case letters, e.g. w, while their corresponding Fourier trans-
form is consistently represented with upper-case letters, i.e.
F(w(t))(ω) ≡ W (ω). The Fourier transform of the variable ϵ̇
is indicated with Ė. Given z ∈ C, the notation z∗ is used to
denote its complex-conjugate, while ℜ(z) and ℑ(z) indicate
the real- and imaginary-parts of z, respectively. Given a time-
domain quantity p(t), the notation p(t) indicates its mean value
over a given set.

II. CONTROL SYTHESIS AND CONTROL-ORIENTED
MODELLING

In this section, the considered energy-maximising control
synthesis is introduced, and the procedure proposed for the
computation of the corresponding control action is discussed.
To keep this paper reasonably self-contained, a brief discussion
of the general field of WEC control is presented in the
following paragraphs, to highlight the main characteristics of
the proposed procedure. A generic 1-DoF wave energy system

Fig. 2. Figure 2: Schematic representation of a generic SISO wave energy
system.

can be described as exposed in Figure II, in which q̇p : R+ →
R, t 7→ q̇p(t) is the device velocity, ΣG is the WEC repre-
sentative model (i.e. dynamical operator), which is feedback
actuated by a corresponding energy-maximising controller
and, finally, {Fw,Fctrl} : R+ → R, t 7→ {Fw(t),Fctrl(t)}

are the excitation force (e.g. wave induced force) and control
force, respectively. Within the marine energy field, control
systems are commonly in charge of maximising the energy
harvested from the source. In particular, the control procedure
for WEC systems can be written in terms of an associated
optimal control problem (OCP). Briefly summarising, the aim
is to find a control action, Fctrl, such that:

OCP(Fctrl) :


max
Fctrl∈R

L(Fctrl),

subject to:
q̇p = ΣG(Fw −Fctrl),

(1)

where, L(Fctrl) ∈ R is the harvested energy from ocean waves,
which can be defined, over a time interval ∆t = [t1, t2], as:

L(Fctrl) =
1

t2 − t1

∫
∆t

Fctrl(t)q̇p(t)dt, (2)

The OCP in equation (1) depends upon the definition of a
suitable model, representing the equality constraint related to
device dynamics. Clearly, the model represents an approxima-
tion of the WEC dynamics, and the reliability of the computed
control action is strictly related to the faithfulness of the model
and its aptitude to approximate, with sufficient fidelity, all the
relevant dynamics [20].

Within the wave energy field, the optimal control action,
solution to the OCP (1), can be computed by means of
several strategies, which can be divided into 2 main cate-
gories [21], namely impedance-matching based strategies, and
optimisation-based strategies.

According to the family of optimisation-based controllers
for WEC systems, the solution of the OCP (1) is approximated
by leveraging numerical techniques, which are commonly
classified in direct and indirect optimal control methods [22].
These methods transcribe the energy-maximising problem (i.e.
OCP, (1)) into a nonlinear program (NP), to subsequently solve
such a NP by means of numerical routines. Clearly, in the
case of optimisation-based strategies, the associated control
action needs to be synthesised and computed efficiently (in
a computational sense). Among well-established techniques
available for WECs, within this family, one can find e.g.1

model predictive control (MPC) [23] and pseudo-spectral
control [24]1.

The impedance-matching theory, discussed in Section II-A,
represents the core of several control techniques, e.g. [26],
and assumes availability of a representative linear model of
the WEC dynamics. The main advantage of these techniques
is that, in contrast to optimisation-based strategies, no nu-
merical routine is required to compute the associated control
action where, the use of numerical, computationally expensive,
models can represent a bottleneck for the definition of the
control action. In the light of this, a procedure to compute a
representative linear model for the WEC dynamics is proposed
within this section, based on input/output data generated with
the high-fidelity mooring solver OF, following the discussion
provided in Section II-B.

1For a complete dissertation please see [21], [25]
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A. Impedance-matching-based control synthesis

Under linear modelling assumptions, the WEC dynamics
can be described in terms of a linear time-invariant (LTI)
system, as schematically represented within Figure 3, where
{G,F, Q̇p} : R → C represent the input/output frequency
response of the controlled mode2 associated with the WEC
system, the Fourier transform of the (total) mechanical system
excitation force, and the controlled variable Q̇p, respectively
(see [16]). Finally, Iopt

u : R+ → C represents the controller
frequency response.

Fig. 3. System representation under LTI assumptions (top), and associated
schematic representation of the electric-analogous (bottom). Adapted from
[16].

The resolution of the energy-maximising control problem
for WECs, leveraging the electrical representation in Figure
3, can be addressed by means of the so-called impedance-
matching theorem [27]. This principle states that, to maximise
power transfer from the source (i.e. the total mechanical
system excitation force F ) , the load impedance Iu needs to be
designed as the complex-conjugate of the system impedance
I = G−1, that is, for the WEC case:

Iopt
u = I∗ = G∗−1. (3)

The equation of motion, under the condition derived in
equation (3), becomes:

Q̇p = G(F − F opt
ctrl ),

F opt
ctrl = G∗−1Q̇p,

(4)

in which F opt
ctrl : R → C, ω 7→ F opt

ctrl is the optimal control action
(derived in the frequency domain). Although the condition
expressed in (3)-(4) is that effectively providing maximum
energy absorption, the resulting associated optimal control
action is anti-causal, due to the nature of the analytic con-
tinuation of the complex-conjugate operator to C (the reader
is referred to [16] for further discussion on this issue). In other
words, the condition in (3)-(4) cannot be directly implemented,
though stable and causal structures can be used to approximate
this condition accordingly, as further discussed within this

2Note that the considered model G effectively describes the dynamics of
the system ‘projected’ onto the controlled DoF, and not the full I/O dynamics
of the WEC system (see the arguments posed in [16]).

section. We further note that, from conditions (3)-(4), energy-
maximisation implies the following closed-loop frequency-
response function:

W opt(ω) =
G(ω)G∗(ω)

G(ω) +G∗(ω)
, (5)

in which W opt : R → R+, ω 7→ W opt(ω) works as an ideal,
zero-phase filter, i.e. the response Q̇p is in-phase with the force
F (ω) in idealised energy-maximising conditions.

Since the implementation of the optimal controller structure,
achieved by means of the application of the impedance-
matching theorem, cannot be pursued for its associated non-
causality (see the discussion immediately above), the integra-
tion of such methodology within a feedback controlled system
can be achieved by approximating the optimal velocity-to-
control force map with a suitable control structure [16]. In
particular, we consider interpolation of the condition expressed
in (3) at a particular (well-selected) frequency ωi, i.e.

Iu(ωi) = Iopt
u (ωi). (6)

The specific parametric structure for Iu, adopted within this
manuscript, is motivated and described within Section V.

B. Data-based modelling

Following the impedance-matching approach presented in
Section II-A, the procedure for the identification of a rep-
resentative device frequency-response map G(ω), so as to
effectively leverage the result in (3), is outlined below. We
begin by noting that the optimal control frequency response
is effectively influenced by any external force (see Figure 3)
and associated mooring system, and hence these need to be
included appropriately in G.

The identification of the frequency response G(ω) is
achieved by suitable estimation of an associated empirical
transfer function, imposing a set of known (sufficiently ex-
citing) input signal via the control (PTO) F̃ctrl. Although
several signals can be employed for the identification of the
corresponding frequency response (see, for instance, [28]), a
multisine signal is adopted within this paper, taking advantage
of e.g. its periodicity and bounded spectrum [29].

In particular, the set of multisine signals is built by applying
the so-called Schroeder phases [30]:

F̃ j
ctrl(t) =

Nk∑
k=1

aj cos(ωkt+ ϕk),

ϕk =
−k(k + 1)

Nk
, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , Nk},

(7)

where aj ∈ A ⊂ R+, j ∈ {1, . . . , Nj}, defines the final
signal amplitude. Since the model to characterise in terms of
a representative linear mapping G has, naturally, a nonlinear
behaviour, the input signal F̃ctrl needs to be tested under
several amplitude conditions aj ∈ A .

Note that, only the controllable input F̃ctrl is required herein
to characterise the underlying system: In other words, F and
Fctrl act in a superposition fashion as a “unique” input to
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the system G, i.e. F − Fctrl. This effectively means that, for
system identification procedures, the uncontrollable input F
can be considered to be 0, and hence the system is excited by
means of the controllable input Fctrl, in order to characterise
the input/output map G. This is effectively consistent with
previous studies in system identification for WEC systems (see
e.g. [11], [10]).

Using each input element in the set A , and evaluating the
associated DoF velocity q̇jp, it is possible to construct the
average empirical transfer function estimate as

G(ω) =

Nj∑
j=1

1

Nj

Q̇j
p(ω)

F̃ j
ctrl(ω)

. (8)

Please note that the exciting signal F j
ctrl(ω) needs to be

designed according to the system response, i.e.:
• The frequency bandwidth is chosen in order to excite any

relevant dynamics.
• The signal (experiment) duration needs to be tuned ac-

cordingly, since it naturally relates, in periodic signals, to
the frequency discretisation (i.e. the frequency discretisa-
tion needs to be small enough to characterise any relevant
dynamic).

• The associated signal amplitudes are defined accordingly
to the operating conditions. For example, in [11], the
exciting signal is chosen to have the same energy as the
wave frequency motion.

For further information, the reader is referred to e.g. [29].
Following the mooring-related WEC studies [11], we pro-

pose a methodology to compute a representative linear model
for the moored WEC, valid for a given set of wave operating
conditions for the device, i.e. significant wave heights and peak
periods. To achieve this, we employ tools from the field of sys-
tem identification, and we propose a methodology to provide
representative models via so-called black-box structures, using
only input-output data in the frequency-domain (also known
as best linear approximation [31]). Such a methodology is
discussed in the following paragraphs, while validation of the
approach is presented in Section V, for the PeWEC system.

We finish by noting that, with the representative response
computed in (8), it is possible to perform, for a given inter-
polating frequency, the control synthesis procedure elucidated
in Equation (3).

III. THE PEWEC CASE

As discussed within Section I, among the available WECs,
the PeWEC system has been chosen as a representative case
study, due to its multi-degree-of-freedom (DoF) nature, com-
prehensive PTO conversion mechanism, and relevance of the
mooring system for device station-keeping and alignment. A
brief introduction to the PeWEC underlying working principle,
mooring, and associated mechanical system, is conducted
within the following subsections.

A. Working principle

The PeWEC is a floating offshore pendulum-based WEC,
which harvests energy by means of the wave-induced pitch

motion. Its working principle is outlined in Figure III-A. The
PeWEC pitch motion, excited by the incoming wave, induces
a pendulum rotation around its axis (ϵ), which is connected,
by means of a gearbox, to a PTO system. Hull geometries and

Fig. 4. The PeWEC system. Working principle is represented on the top, and
the mooring layout is exposed on the bottom. The corresponding parameters
are described in Table I.

inertial properties are the result of an optimisation algorithm,
which evaluates the device performance and minimises a
corresponding cost function (i.e. capex over productivity) on
a specific site. In this case of study, the PeWEC device has
been optimised on the environmental conditions of Pantelleria
(Sicily, Italy), by adopting a genetic-based algorithm [32].

The PeWEC station-keeping problem is solved by adopting
a symmetrical, spread mooring, formed by four catenary lines,
which are effectively common within the wave energy field
[33], [34]. Each line has a corresponding jumper attached, to
reduce the vertical load on the device and, hence, minimise
any undesired effects on the device response.
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TABLE I
PEWEC PROPERTIES.

Property Symbol Unit Value

PeWEC properties

device mass − (kg) 1.11 · 106

hull pitch inertial moment Iy (kg/m3) 3 · 107

device length − (m) 14.8

device width − (m) 22.5

pendulum mass m (kg) 7.17 · 104

pendulum extent d (m) 2.44

pendulum length l (m) 2.40

Site & mooring properties

site water depth h (m) 38

mooring anchor radius ar (m) 175

mooring line length − (m) 190

mooring line angle θ (deg) 60

chain nominal diameter − (mm) 80

chain axial stiffness − (N ) 546 · 106

chain linear mass − (kg/m) 127

jumper net buoyancy − (kg) 4000

IV. NUMERICAL MODELS

In this section, the adopted numerical models for both
WEC hydrodynamics, and mooring system, are outlined and
discussed. Such models are considered for generation of rep-
resentative input/output data, so as to characterise the device
response as in Section II-B.

WEC hydrodynamics can be solved by means of several
models. Commonly, the hydrodynamic problem is solved
by means of a linear approach based on boundary element
methods (BEMs) [35], which evaluates the hydrodynamic
properties under the set of hypotheses generally known as
potential flow theory [36]. Although the use of a solver with
a higher degree of fidelity can potentially improve motion
prediction, within operational range, linear theory provides a
good trade-off between fidelity and computational time [35].

In contrast to hydrodynamic solvers, simplified mathemati-
cal models for mooring systems (such as static, or quasi-static
solver), neglect inertial forces [17], which can play a funda-
mental role within the wave energy response, especially for
catenary lines, where the restoring force is mainly a gravity-
based action. Therefore, a numerical, dynamic, lumped-mass
approach, is required to approximate the associated mooring
response properly.

Although, as detailed within Section I, the case presented
herein is based on the software OF, a significant part of the
solvers commonly used is based on the same theory and
methods. For instance, MOORDYN [37] and ANSYS AQWA
[38] are open source and commercial software, respectively,
based on a lumped-mass mooring solver. Nonetheless, even
though OF is widely adopted, inclusion and simulation of a
PTO system is not included as part of the software, and hence
a general procedure to include any external action is proposed
in Section IV-D.

A. Motion of a floating body

Following relatively standard assumptions (see e.g. [36]),
Newton’s law for a floating body can be written, ∀t ∈ Ω =
[t0, tend] ⊂ R+, as follows:

M(t) = F(t)− C(t)−K(t), (9)

where {M,F , C,K} : Ω → R6, are the inertial, external,
damping, and stiffness forces, respectively. The inertial term
M is composed of the device inertial matrix and so-called
infinite frequency added-mass. The device damping term, is
defined in terms of the convolution integral of an associated
impulse response function Irf : Ω → R6×6 [39], i.e.

C(t) =
∫
Ω

Irf (τ)q̇(t− τ)dτ, (10)

in which, the map q : Ω → R6 represents the floating body
motion. The so-called “external” forces F can be separated
as:

F(t) = Fw(t) +R(t) + Fm(t), (11)

where {Fw,R,Fm} represent the wave 1st order force, known
as excitation force [40], the reaction of the PTO unit on the
WEC hull, and the mooring force, respectively.

The hydrodynamic properties of the device (i.e. added mass,
radiation damping, hydrostatic stiffness, and wave forces), are
computed by means of BEM software. The BEM adopted
within this study, which couples straightforwardly with the
corresponding mooring solver, is ORCAWAVE (OW) [41].

B. Lumped-mass approach for mooring dynamics

OF solves the corresponding mooring system dynamics by
adopting a lumped-mass approach [41]. The equation of each
node can be written analogously to Equation (10) i.e., ∀t ∈
Ω ⊂ R+:

Mm(t) = Bm(t)− Cm(t)−Km(t), (12)

where {Mm, Cm,Km} : Ω → R3 are the inertial, damping,
and stiffness forces associated with the mooring system,
respectively. Bm : Ω → R3 represents the external forces
applied on the node, such as node weight and buoyancy load,
hydrodynamic drag, and contact forces, among others.

C. Pendulum nonlinear mathematical model

The hull-pendulum interaction is discussed within this sec-
tion. The pendulum equations are derived in a 3 DoF model
and, hence, the effect of surge, heave, and pitch motion, are
considered. Note that the presented mathematical model has
been validated previously, see e.g. [42], [43]. The pendulum
reaction on the hull R : Ω → R6, t 7→ R(t), can be written
as

R = [Rx1
, 0,Rz1 , 0,Rδ, 0, ]

⊺,

Rx1
= −md cos(δ)δ̈ −ml cos(δ + ϵ)(δ̈ + ϵ̈)

+md sin(δ)δ̈ −ml sin(δ + ϵ)(δ̇ + ϵ̇)2,

Rz1 = md sin(δ)δ̈ −ml sin(δ + ϵ)(δ̈ + ϵ̈)

+md cos(δ)δ̈ −ml cos(δ + ϵ)(δ̇ + ϵ̇)2,

Rδ = Fctrl +Rx1
d cos(δ)−Rz1d sin(δ),

(13)
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where {m, l, d} ⊂ R+ represent the pendulum mass, pendu-
lum length, and vertical extent between the pendulum fulcrum
and the device CoG, respectively. Moreover, δ : Ω → R,
t 7→ δ(t) is the pitch motion, defined as the fifth-entry of
the device motion vector q, and ϵ : Ω → R, t 7→ ϵ(t) is the
rotation of the PTO axis. Finally, Fctrl : Ω → R, t 7→ Fctrl(t)
is the control torque applied to the PTO axis. The relation
between PeWEC pendulum rotation and its associated pitch
motion can be described by means of the following equation:

(Iy +ml2)ϵ̈−ml cos(δ + ϵ)ẍ+ml sin(δ + ϵ)z̈+

(Iy +ml2 −mdl cos(ϵ))δ̈ −mdl sin(ϵ)δ̇2+

mgl sin(δ + ϵ) + Fctrl = 0,

(14)

being Iy ∈ R+ the hull pitch inertial moment.

D. Pendulum integration via a dynamic library

This section proposes a general methodology for the integra-
tion of the PTO unit within OF, and its associated controller, to
achieve a full high-fidelity numerical simulation, by following
two procedures. In particular, according to [41], an external
function can be included within OF either as a PYTHON code,
or as a dynamic library (DLL in WINDOWS environment).
Although the integration of a PYTHON code is facilitated
by an embedded interface within OF (i.e. the code can be
explicitly written in OF), in this study, the integration of the
mechanical system is achieved by means of a DLL, for the
reasons discussed below.

The dynamic library can be compiled leveraging C/C++
source code and, hence, facilitates the use of the embedded
MATLAB [44] compiler, increasing significantly the potential
of the tool, with the possibility of compiling SIMULINK or
even SIMSCAPE models in C/C++ code. Despite the fact that
the procedure to include the dynamic library, described herein,
is linked to a specific WEC case (i.e. the PeWEC system),
any other external force or interaction can be integrated in a
OF model by following the same approach, hence providing
a valuable tool for numerical simulation of a vast variety of
moored WEC systems.

Fig. 5. Compiling process for the definition of OF external functions via a
dynamic library.

The procedure followed to compile the dynamic library is
outlined in Figure 5, and it can be summarised as follows:

• The model environment is set in order to compile the
model as generic real time or embedded real time source
code [44]. Although SIMULINK can solve the pendulum
differential equation with a variable time step, a dynamic
library solves the differential equation adopting a solver
with a fixed time span, hence the time step needs to be
set according to the underlying system dynamics.

• The model is included in a SIMULINK subsystem, spec-
ifying the associated input/output structure. Inputs and
outputs of the subsystem are the information externally
viewable by the C++ source code. Therefore, not only the
information related to the hull-PTO interaction, but any
useful variable (i.e. bearing forces for loss assessment),
needs to be defined as output.

• The code can be now compiled by means of the
SIMULINK compiler, and the solution generated, for ex-
ample, via Visual Studio (directly connected with MAT-
LAB/SIMULINK [44]). The source code contains the
pendulum model that can be essentially used as a ‘black-
box’ function.

• A wrapper file must be defined to ensure that OF is
capable to see the model, and exchange the information
with the dynamic library accordingly. All the significant
variables previously defined in the Simulink input/output
structure can be stored as outputs in the OF simulation
file. SIMULINK parameters can be also defined as tunable
parameters (e.g. control parameters), and it is possible to
set and change these variables, among OF simulations,
using the vessel tags.

• The DLL can be now compiled and imported in the OF
model.

V. CONTROL SYNTHESIS FOR THE PEWEC
Although, within the PeWEC case, several control strategies

have been applied [45], [46], [47], [48], the inclusion of the
mooring forces in the control design procedure has not been
explicitly considered.

Within the same approach proposed in Section II-A, the
PeWEC control problem can be transcribed, under superposi-
tion assumptions, in terms of a generic LTI system, as reported
in Figure 7 where, F̃ (ω) : R → C represents the Fourier
transform of the total force applied by the hull onto the ϵ-axis
(i.e. the pendulum axis), and where the elements of the set
{Gp(ω), Iu(ω)} : R+ → C represent pendulum and energy-
maximising controller frequency response, respectively.

The identification of the map Gp, for the PeWEC case, is
achieved by imposing a set of Nj ∈ N multisine input signals
F̃ j

ctrl, as described in Section II-B. By applying this set of
signals, and analogously to equation (8), it is straightforward
to define the I/O empirical transfer function estimate for Gp

as

Gp(ω) =

Nj∑
j=1

1

Nj

F̃ j
ctrl(ω)

Ėj(ω)
, (15)

where Ėj denotes each output signal corresponding with the
input F̃ j

ctrl.
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Fig. 6. On the left-hand side of the picture, the identified signals (F̃ j
ctrl(ω)/Ė

j(ω), in dark lines) are exposed and compared to the averaged values (Gp(ω)).
On the right-side hand side, the averaged frequency responses (Gp) for the moored and unmoored models are outlined.

Fig. 7. LTI representation of the pendulum controlled system

The process described above is applied to both moored, and
unmoored configurations, so as to evaluate the corresponding
frequency response map for each case. In particular, this is
exposed explicitly in Figure 6. It is possible to appreciate, in
Figure 6, that the averaged map is representative of the system
dynamics, with a slight variation as a function of the input
exciting signal (F̃ j

ctrl(ω)) for the moored map. Additionally, the
pendulum dynamics is perfectly represented (see the unmoored
frequency responses).

With the identified response (15), we proceed to synthesise
an energy-maximising controller, following the impedance-
matching theory presented in Section II. In particular, the
structure of the feedback controller adopted in this paper,
which is used to interpolate the optimal impedance-matching
response as in (3), is:

Iu(ω) =
αȷω

ȷω + β
, (16)

with {α, β} ⊂ R. Note that the proposed controller structure
is an alternative of the classic proportional-integral (PI) con-
troller, well-known in the wave energy field. This particular
structure is adopted for the intrinsic stability condition that
can be guaranteed in the controller closed-loop form, taking
advantage of the WEC dissipativity property [49].

Finally, by enforcing the interpolation condition in (3) in
terms of the implementable structure (16), it is possible to
define, for a given interpolating frequency ωi ∈ R, the control

parameters for (16) as follows:

αi(ωi) = ℜ
(

1

G∗
p(ωi)

)
ω2
i + β2

i

ω2
i

,

βi(ωi) = ℑ
(

1

G∗
p(ωi)

)
ωi

ℜ
(

1
G∗

p(ωi)

) . (17)

VI. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The effectiveness of the data-based modelling approach
and associated control synthesis, carried out in Section V,
is analysed in detail within this section. Note that, from
now on, performance results are always evaluated within
the high-fidelity numerical model described in Section IV.
This clearly decouples the design process, based upon the
data-based modelling approach presented, from the evaluation
(benchmark) model.

We begin by testing the synthesised control performance
in regular wave conditions, where the choice of the inter-
polating frequency for the impedance-matching process is
clearly straightforward. Finally, to further test the proposed
procedure in realistic sea-state conditions, the Pantelleria site
is presented, and the performance assessment is carried out
according to the main irregular sea states characterising such
a location.

A. Power assessment under regular wave conditions

We begin by noting that, a variation between the moored and
the unmoored pendulum map can be appreciated only in the
hydrodynamic resonance area (see Figure 6), a representative
set of frequencies (to characterise both the device responses
and site conditions) is selected as interpolating frequencies.

Therefore, the associated control parameters (α and β),
tuned accordingly for each wave condition, are reported in
Figure 8, as function of the wave frequency. It is possible
to notice that, clearly, a larger variation between moored and
unmoored control parameters exists in the neighbourhood of
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Fig. 8. Control parameters achieved by moored and unmoored empirical
frequency responses.

0.9 rad/s, which correlates with a larger variation in the
associated frequency-response maps.

Figure 8 outlines the extracted mechanical power in regular
wave conditions, defined as follows:

P = Fctrl(t)ϵ̇(t). (18)

In addition, within Figure 8, {M̃m,Mm} refers to the high-
fidelity numerical model of the fully moored PeWEC sys-
tem, actuated with a controller synthesised by: a) ignoring
the mooring dynamics when computing the associated data-
based model (i.e. unmoored), and b) effectively including
its behaviour, respectively. Moreover, to fully appreciate the
importance and impact of the mooring inclusion within power
assessment, Mum is also included, which denotes the high-
fidelity PeWEC model without considering the mooring sys-
tem, actuated with a controller synthesised in the same con-
dition (i.e. unmoored).

Note that the data-based synthesis approach proposed is
effectively able to increase mechanical power absorption for
all tested regular conditions, indicating that the modelling
procedure provides a representative description of the overall
system. Moreover, being the moored system significantly dif-
ferent from the unmoored device, it can happen that, for some
frequencies (e.g. 0.87 rad/s), the moored device (controlled
properly) is able to extract more mechanical power than
its unmoored counterpart, effectively exploiting the mooring
dynamics in a favourable fashion.

Figure 9 presents a phase-plane plot, which relates the pen-
dulum axis rotation with its corresponding velocity, for a single
input period in steady-state conditions. Given an exciting force

Fig. 9. ϵ phase plane diagram in regular conditions. When the system is in
resonance condition, the pendulum motion is characterised by smaller motion
(centre plot). Moreover, outside resonance, due to the reactive nature of the
controller, the pendulum describes a larger trajectory (left and right plots).

defined in terms of a monochromatic input, i.e. a1 sin(ωt), and
according to the impedance-matching conditions described in
Section II-A (and implemented via the interpolation condition
(15)), the pendulum velocity needs to be in-phase with the
total excitation input and, hence, its associated position ϵ can
be simply derived as

ϵ̇(t) = aϵ̇ sin(ωt) → ϵ(t) = −aϵ̇
ω

cos(ωt), (19)

where aϵ̇ is simply a scaled value of the exciting amplitude
a1 (see also equation (5)). Therefore, the resulting amplitude
of the pendulum position is always smaller than its associated
velocity for ω > 1, and viceversa for ω < 1, as it can be
appreciated in the phase diagram of Figure 9. Furthermore,
at resonance, i.e. ω ≈ 1, the trajectory of the pendulum on
the phase diagram is effectively approximately described by
a circle. Moreover, outside the resonance condition, reactive
power is injected into the system, in order to enforce resonance
with the incoming wave, and extract more mechanical energy.
Clearly, the reactiveness of the control action causes an
increment of the pendulum motion, which can be, based on
technological constraints, an undesired effect.

We finish this section by noting that, within the moored con-
figuration, not only the extracted power is always higher when
including the mooring actions within the control synthesis, but
the associated ϵ motion is actually always smaller, hence being
even more beneficial from a technological perspective.

B. WEC performance on a wave scatter

This section extends the results presented in Section VI-A to
the case of irregular wave conditions. In particular, within this
study, the performance assessment is carried out according to
the environmental conditions of the Pantelleria island (Sicily,
Italy). Data has been downloaded from the ERA 5 hindcast
online database [50]. Figure 10 shows the site energy scatter
diagram (i.e. J ·Occ) where, the power density (J) of a single
wave, expressed in (kW/m), is [4]:

J = 0.49TeH
2
s , (20)

with {Te, Hs, Occ} ⊂ R+ the energetic period, significant
wave height, and wave occurrence, respectively. To analyse a
representative set of environmental conditions, 15 waves are
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Fig. 10. Pantelleria energy density scatter.

chosen (Figure 10) and reported in Table II, being these waves
the 15 most energetic waves on the Pantelleria scatter. The
representation of the irregular sea states (listed in Table II) is
achieved by means of the JONSWAP spectra [4].

TABLE II
WAVES LIST.

Wave number Te (s) Hs (m)

1 6.25 2.125
2 7.25 2.875
3 7 2.625
4 6 1.875
5 6.5 2.375
6 6.75 2.375
7 6.75 2.625
8 7.5 3.125
9 5.75 1.875

10 6.5 2.125
11 5.75 1.625
12 5.5 1.625
13 6.25 1.875
14 7 2.875
15 7.25 3.125

By means of the impedance-matching technique, it is pos-
sible to compute the optimal control parameters, interpolating
the I/O system impedance with the selected controller structure
(as described in Section V). Unlike the regular wave case,
where the choice of the interpolating frequency is effectively
straightforward, an irregular sea state is characterised by a
frequency bandwidth, and hence a suitable choice needs to be
made. Within this study, the energetic period ωe (Equation 21)
is adopted as interpolating frequency for the identification of
the control parameters, as performed in e.g. [51]. In particular,

ωe = 2π
m0

m−1
, mn =

∫
R+

ωnE(ω)dω, (21)

where {E(ω),mn} ⊂ R+ represent the variance density of the
wave, and n-th order moment of the spectrum E, respectively.
The simulation length is set to 1800 s, in order to consider a
time span sufficiently large to be statistically consistent (see
e.g. [52]).

Fig. 11. Pendulum axis position and velocity root mean square variation.

The amplitude of the motion of the pendulum axis, and its
associated velocity, is analysed within Figure 11. The analysis
of the pendulum motion is presented by means of σp ∈ R+,
being σp the root mean square of the variable p. Analogously
to the case of the results presented in the phase-plane diagram
for regular wave conditions (see Figure 9), within irregular
wave condition, the same trend of pendulum motion can
be appreciated. In particular, with effective knowledge of
the mooring dynamics, the controller is able to maximise
energy extraction accordingly, while presenting smaller motion
requirements.

In Figure 12, the extracted mechanical power for each
wave is presented, for all the analysed models. It is possible
to appreciate that, since the moored system is significantly
different from the unmoored one, and following the same trend
exposed in regular wave conditions (see Section VI-A), the
device tends to be more effective in low frequency waves, as
can be appreciated in Figure 12 with the case of the wave 3. In
addition, although the extracted power for waves 9, 11 and 12,
which represent the higher frequencies 1.09, 1.14 (rad/s), is
slightly lower, the significant influence of the mooring system
on both device dynamics, and associated harvested energy, can
be clearly appreciated.

Although the mooring system is generally expected to have
a negative impact on the overall performance of a WEC system
(in terms of energy absorption), particular conditions do exist
in which the effect of the station-keeping system is effectively
positive in terms of the associated performance (the case of
wave 3 in Figure 12). This is due to the fact that, as can
be appreciated within Fig. 7, the magnitude associated with
the response of the moored system is slightly larger that
its unmoored counterpart in the frequency range where sea
state 3 has significant energy components, hence producing
an associated increase in energy performance.

Moreover, the results exposed in Figure 12 can be outlined
and synthesised as exposed in Table III, being P the averaged
extracted power. Note that a slight variation in the device
dynamics, particularly for a resonating device, can influence
significantly the final harvested energy. Moreover, the omis-
sion of the mooring dynamics within the control synthesis
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Fig. 12. Above, the harvested energy for wave 3 is outlined. Below, extracted
power in irregular sea states for all the waves. In case of the wave 3 the
moored system is able to harvest more energy than the unmoored one, since
the system dynamics changes significantly.

procedure, for this case of study, can produce a decrease in
final extracted power of up to 18%.

TABLE III
AVERAGED EXTRACTED MECHANICAL POWER.

model P (kW )

Mum 35.2

M̃m 25.0
Mm 30.6

We finish by noting that, a small influence on the sys-
tem response map (see Figure 6), influences significantly
the associated control synthesis and, accordingly, the device
performance.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of moorings systems for offshore WECs
are is generally only included when addressing the station-
keeping problem. This simplistic assumption is often driven
by the underlying complexity behind including such effects
within a tractable mathematical model. This study proposes
a control-oriented data-based modelling procedure to include
the mooring relevant dynamics, and perform a controller
synthesis by means of the impedance-matching technique. The
target data, used to compute such data-based control-oriented
representation, is generated with a high-fidelity modelling
solver, by using a specific set of representative persistenly
exciting inputs.

As demonstrated within this paper by analysing the impact
of the mooring itself on device dynamics, associated control
synthesis, and resulting harvested energy, the influence of
the station-keeping system within power assessment can be
potentially large. In particular, the results in irregular wave

conditions show a significant reduction of the extracted energy
if the mooring is included in the power assessment analysis.
Moreover, if the controller is synthesised with knowledge of
the mooring dynamics, the resulting control action is consid-
erably more effective, with improvements on final extracted
mechanical power of up to 20%. In other words, reliable
control synthesis for WEC systems needs to be performed
by including mooring effects accordingly, such as performed
within this paper with the proposed data-based approach.
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